
An  Established  Swindle:  The
Bang Tonight Hookup App Is A
Deception

Website Details:

Overview
Just  like  the  review  we  performed  regarding  the  SnpCupid
matchmaking app  this examination is going to give attention
to  precisely  why  Bang  Tonight  isn’t  an  actual  hook-up
application. We will offer you the information you need that’
can tell you and prove without any trace of a doubt precisely
why that isn’t a genuine hook-up app and you should prevent it
without exceptions. Equivalent people who are generating these
fake relationship apps have the effect of a huge selection of
different dating sites some of which we evaluated which are
nothing but straight-out frauds. Please read the full study to
the Bang Tonight hookup application the following.

How The Scam Functions
In the event you an explore the Bing Gamble shop you will find
a lot of hookup apps but those that precisely tend to be cons
and those tend to be genuine? Through our very own brand-new
focus we will be searching into phony dating programs and
uploading  all  of  them  on  our  site.  Individuals  behind  a
majority of these fake relationship applications are exactly
the same people that people’ve revealed for deceptive dating
sites. They’ve only taken a brand new angle and are generally
today using software designers to create bogus programs that
after that reroute that their own already artificial dating
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services. In this instance an app known as Bang Tonight. Can
be used to redirect you to definitely a fake relationship
solution call CasualDates.com which has been available for
various years defrauding millions of dollars from customers.

We do not be aware of the procedure for obtaining a software
accepted for Google Play although men and women behind Bang
Tonight tend to be somehow deceiving Bing Enjoy into thinking
this might be a genuine hook-up software.

The  partnership  Between  Bang
Tonight & CasualDates.com
When you first install the software on the smart phone and
install it you’ll want to select a submit option, after that
you are rerouted to CasualDates.com the fraud. The truth is
you do not even require a dating application to make use of
the  website  because  the  site  is  standalone.  But  as  these
fraudsters like to draw in folks from the Bing Play Store all
they do is actually develop a phony hookup app that is next
familiar  with  redirect  one  to  CasualDates.  Bang  Tonight
actually a dating app it is simply a trick devised from the
owners of CasualDates.com to entice you to their trap.

The „Free Life / Age Verification”
Fraud Explained
Once we discovered all of our home on CasualDates.com page one
we saw had been a „free life time account” page where they are
requesting our charge card details. Thereon web page they tell
us a „valid mastercard is necessary for get older verification
to stimulate your cost-free profile”. They inform us it is
100per cent cost-free etc. regrettably all of this is actually
a lie. Good judgment should let you know that any moment
someone’s asking for the credit card you need to be very
careful.  Informal  times  wants  the  credit  card  information



simply because they anticipate charging your bank card and not
to a single internet site, not to ever two the web sites but
to 3 different websites. It is possible to take a good look at
the the evidence we’ve offered below and you will see circled
in yellow you will get three various costs due to „verifying
the age”.

Once  you  let  them  have  the  credit  card  information  to
allegedly verify your age they automatically enroll you inside
three  different  month-to-month  internet  site  subscriptions.
This is without your own permission or your knowledge. If the
internet site had been certainly cost-free they would never
request the credit card info!

(Screen try showing of „free life time membership” con that
bills your charge card.)

(Screen shot regarding the mastercard fees through the age
confirmation con task.)

Overflowing  With  Digital  Profiles
Every-where
Should  you  work  out  how  to  go  into  the  members  part  of
CasualDates.com  without  providing  them  with  the  mastercard
info you are still not-out of the forests. The website is full
of digital pages that have been created purposely because of
the  web  sites  very  own  team.  Pretty  much  every  unmarried
female  profile  you  will  confront  on  everyday  Dates  isn’t
really genuine. By taking a glance at the screenshot below you
will notice circled in red-colored the emails „LS” this might
be an abbreviation for terms „Love Stars”, the definition of
used by the web site to identify their fake profiles. If you
see this small little logo design about profile you might be
viewing you should understand it’s fake.  The main reason we



realize website is using artificial profiles is simply because
they  have  confessed  and  written  about  it  on  their  own
stipulations  web  page  (area  #10).

(Screen chance of a make believe „Love Superstar” profile.)

Never  Answer  Instant
Communications, They Truly Are All
Fake
Another  fraud  may  be  the  sham  instant  emails.  The  emails
resemble they truly are coming from actual feminine people
(but they are „Love Stars”) of Casual Dates but it’s all
rigged.  None  on  the  quick  messages  are  genuine.  The  chat
emails tend to be sent using high-tech software applications
products that make you imagine that you are acquiring emails
from  horny  local  women.  This  fraud  is  confirmed  features
already been accepted to from inside the stipulations page. In
the event that you begin getting quick communications from
women on this site think twice before replying or improving to
communicate using these ladies because everything is actually
a fraud.

(Screen shot of an artificial talk information we obtained.)

Fake  Reviews  That  Are  Positive
Regarding The Bing Enjoy Shop
You’ll talk about the screenshot below circled in reddish the
Bang Tonight software provides a standing of 3.3 regarding 5
movie  stars.  How  so  is  this  actually  feasible  when  this
matchmaking application is actually an outright scam? How it
is possible is really because people behind the Bang Tonight



application are either buying phony reviews that are positive
or  telling  individuals  to  compose  phony  reviews  that  are
positive regarding the Google Gamble Store. What this does can
it be makes it seem like Bang Tonight is an excellent software
to down load. By purchasing fake reviews they even obscure the
unfavorable product reviews by pressing them down and if you
don’t search really strong you will never find those actual
unfavorable reviews about Bang Tonight. When the critiques
just weren’t skewed the standing may possibly end up being 1
from 5 movie stars which could mirror the real viewpoint of
the people downloading this fictitious dating app.

(Screenshot with the 3.5 regarding 5 stars.)

Simple Tips To Report This Swindle
To Google Gamble:
The individuals behind the Bang Tonight dating app imagine
they’re really brilliant by uploading phony reviews that are
positive. They feel they can be wise by generating a phony
matchmaking app to redirect their victims to a scam. However
in reality it’s because nobody has shined the light to their
fraud and that’s that which we’re right here accomplish.

When you need to help us fight analysis task and report this
artificial relationship app towards the Bing Enjoy shop. Below
we explain to you simple tips to report this fraud and help
united states have it closed so not one person more has to get
scammed by these shysters.

.Contact Details For CasualDates.com:
Phone: 1 818-591-4518 or 866-990-4140
Tackles: Nautell investment Ltd, 12-14 Kennedy Avenue,
1st Floor, workplace 107, P.C. 1087, Nicosia, Cyprus
Email: [email secured]



Using  the  internet  type:
Casualdates.com/?page=mobile/support
It  is  possible  to  cancel  your  account  by  going  to:
Wagelog.com

Concluding Decision:
We have done the work while having uncovered this app for what
it really is a scam. Help us get the word around, spread this
analysis on social media marketing, on Twitter, Facebook etc.
This application cannot stay-in business a long time if we
begin placing the temperature to them, allow us to do it!

Seek Out Females
If you wish to discover actual women, subsequently consider
these genuine matchmaking web sites.

File A Study
Contact the greater Business Bureau and file an ailment
if you feel that you’ve been scammed or tricked.
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